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After the enormous success of The Sartorialist, Scott Schuman is back with a completely new

collection of beautiful images of the men and women who have caught his attention.His much-loved

blog, thesartorialist.com, remains one of the most-read in the fashion world and continues to grow in

popularity as Scott travels further and more widely. This book emcompasses the diverse style and

visual attitude of people as far afield as Japan, Korea, London, Milan, New York, Paris, and

beyond.In The Sartorialist: Closer, Scott Schuman looks deeper and with great breadth at human

style, and the way it is expressed across the world. Always reacting to an inspirational moment, the

images in his new book continue to reflect Scott's unique sensibility and vision.Available with two

different covers: one featuring a woman, the other a man.
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'The Sartorialist' is the title of a street style photography website created by New York based

photographer Scott Schuman. Since it's inception, the site has generated upwards of 14 million

page views per month, and Mr Schuman, with style blogger Garance DorÃ©, was recently awarded

the 2012 Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA) Media Award.'The Sartorialist' website

was created to share photos of people on the street that Mr Schuman thought looked great. Over

time, his content and narrative has evolved with a fascinating collection of people he's

photographed around the world, especially in New York, Paris and Milan.In August 2009, Mr

Schuman published his first photography book, 'The Sartorialist', which featured many samples of



his photographs, some of which had already been posted on his website, and many that had never

been seen before.The success of that publication has led to a second edition entitled 'The

Sartorialist: Closer', which, like the first book, includes many photographs of people he's met and

encountered going about their lives at work, on the streets and in cafÃ©'s.Mr Schuman explains the

reason he calls this book 'Closer' is that he has become driven to understand the individuals he's

photographed better, to "bring me closer to the true essence of the person while still capturing them

as stylish subjects."Since creating the website, the author is also getting closer to exploring the

character diversity that he had dreamed of. In this edition, there are more photographs of people

from different walks of life, like shepherds, cowboys, nomads, house painters and bartenders, as

well as New Yorkers and Parisians.
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